
                                                                                                                                                                                              

We’ve joined forces with the Somerset Heritage Centre to bring you a glimpse into a fragment of the 1914-18 war. 

There are questions to get you thinking about issues of language change – or just enjoy reading this unique data.  

   

This is an extract from the diary of Captain G.A. Prideaux of the 1st battalion, Somerset Light Infantry, 1914. The 

facsimile (DD\SLI/17/1/45) is reproduced by kind courtesy of the Somerset Military Museum, Taunton, and the 

Somerset Heritage Centre. The diary records the experiences of Captain Prideaux as British forces retreated from 

Belgium, taking part in numerous battles before the occupation of the trenches. 

You may want to read the handwritten script - it’s a good way of feeling a bit closer to the observations Captain 

Prideaux writes of the events he is watching - or you can look at the transcription.  

 Lexically, do you notice any differences in the register Captain Prideaux uses when he writes? 
 Grammatically, can you comment on how the written sentence construction may differ from yours? 
 Can you locate the following linguistic features in the data:  

diary conventions / pre-modification / non-standard capitalisation / jargon / adverbial phrases  
 

We’ve gathered a small ‘corpus’ (body of words) from a recent article by Julian Walker, ‘Slang and WWI’.  

 

 

 

 

Try to match the following linguistic ideas to one or more of the words in the mini-corpus. 

Page 34   Sept 17th  Only a very slight bombard- / ment in the early morning. 

Neate / & I went to VENIZEL to the / ordnance stores but there was / 

nothing available that we / wanted. About 11AM the / Germans / started to 

bombard BUCY village / with their 8.4” Howitzers, which / throw a shell of / 

90lbs filled / with High Explosive. This bombard- / ment lasted for 1hr 

10mins + / was the severest we had / undergone. She hit both the / houses 

on the other side of the / road to mine. Setting one on / fire. In fact nearly 

every / house in the main street / was hit. Many civilians / were killed as 

well as soldiers / and a great number were / wounded or properly speaking 

/ mutilated, as these shells /were so big that if a fragment /              

Page 35   Sept 17th  ...of them hit you it would / cut off your head or limb / 

There was a pause of about / an hour in the bombardment / during which I 

had my  / dinner. About 1.30PM it / recommenced & went on till / dark. 

About 3 oclock both /our houses were blown up / + one of the cooks, who 

was  /inside at the time, had his / foot blown up. We took shelter / in a 

large cellar + I collected / a lot of civilians, men, women / + children, + sent 

them into / the cellar. The hospital  / was hit three times + one / wing was 

totally destroyed, / luckily only one wounded / man being killed. Two / 

shells went into Brigade Head Quarters. Nearly every / home had been hit... 

 

 

 

Mini Corpus of WWI Lexis 

1. Morale = mood of troops 

2. Khaki = brown colour of uniform 

3. Scrounge = to live off others 

4. Gone West = to die 

5. Sighing Sarah = type of shell  

 

Which language feature matches? 
A. Euphemism - to take emotion out of word 
B. Non-standard spelling - from French 
C. Dialect influence - from Northern England 
D. Borrowing from other language - dust / Urdu 
E. ‘Gallows’ humour & alliteration 



There is an interesting collection of soldiers’ words popular during WWI - Lingo of No Man’s Land, British Library, 

Smith, 2014. Have a look at perhaps another 10 words - do you see any patterns to the way in which new words are 

created or how they catch on? 

Which of the words you’ve read about do you still hear or read in use (i.e. other than in reference to WWI), which 

have faded away to become ‘obsolete’? You could check in the OED... 

WWI created many new slang words, sometimes by people with different language backgrounds mixing. Can you 

identify any words you think have come into use more recently, perhaps through an event such as the Olympic 

Games in London, or something longer term like the economic recession? Why not write down the words you 

suspect are ‘new’ and check them in the complete OED – you should be able to find a copy in your local library. 

 

 
 

This government poster (DD/SLI/19/5/5) was published in 1916 and later deposited with the Somerset Light Infantry 

collection of documents, held at the Somerset Heritage Centre under the collection reference DD\SLI. The ‘Group 

System’ was to encourage men to join-up before they were compelled by legislation. 

What do you notice about the way discourse (structure) is used in the poster?  

 How could you use discourse to make a point about rhetoric or the language of power?  

 What would you say about the word choices and the register used?  

 What pragmatic view of the war and its reception in Britain does the poster present? 

English Project Challenge 

We hope we’ve got you thinking about the effect of war on our language. If you get chance, please email us a short 

list of words / phrases which you think have been influenced by war and which you hear / see / or use. A few 

comments on where you saw or heard each would be very helpful.  

 

Compiled by Marcus Barrett (Richard Huish College, Taunton) & Alissa Harvey (Bay House) with help and advice from Esther 

Hoyle (Somerset Heritage Centre). Thanks to the Somerset Military Museum Trust & Somerset Heritage Centre for consents.  


